AGENDA
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH STAKEHOLDER
UPDATE AND DISCUSSION
MAY 29, 2019
9:30 AM – 4:30 PM

9:30 – 9:35  INTRO FROM STATE HIGHWAY PATROL

9:35 – 10:30  OMHAS AND ODM DIRECTORS LORI CRISS AND MAUREEN CORCORAN [i]
• Welcome and introduction of presenters
• Demonstration of Poll Everywhere tool (to be used by the audience)
• Overview of Governor DeWine’s vision, values and principles

10:30 – 11:00  UPDATE ON MEDICAID BEHAVIORAL HEALTH REDESIGN

11:00 - 11:45  UPDATE ON OHIO MEDICAID SUD 1115 WAIVER

11:45 – 1:15  LUNCH ON YOUR OWN – SEE RESTAURANT LIST

1:15 – 1:45  STAKEHOLDER QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION ABOUT MORNING TOPICS

1:45 – 2:30  UPDATE ON BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE COORDINATION

2:30 – 3:15  YOUTH IN OR AT RISK OF OUT-OF-HOME PLACEMENT AND INVOLVED WITH MULTIPLE SYSTEMS

3:15 - 3:45  MANAGED CARE PROCUREMENT

3:45 - 4:30  DISCUSSION ABOUT THE DAY, WRAPUP AND NEXT STEPS

[i] Time will be held at the end of each section for audience questions and discussion